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OVERDYED PERSIAN RUGS  

Latest Fashion Trend. Overdying is a technique traditionally performed on vintage handwoven wool carpets
and creating this look involves a process of bleaching, dyeing and washing which produces a carpet that's
richly saturated in color and you can still see the original pattern peeking through.Overdying is a technique
traditionally performed on vintage handwoven wool carpets and creating this look involves a process of
bleaching, dyeing and washing which produces a carpet that's richly saturated in color and you can still see
the original pattern peeking through.Itâ€™s a beautiful way to make an old traditional rug feel modern. I
especially love the styles that are worn and threadbare â€“ they have so much character and soul! Plus
incorporating these into your decor is a great way to make a bold color statement in a space. Itâ€™s a
beautiful way to make an old traditional rug feel modern. I especially love the styles that are worn and
threadbare â€“ they have so much character and soul! Plus incorporating these into your decor is a great way
to make a bold color statement in a space. 

                                         

OVERDYE PERSIAN 4ft x 5ft1
  $2 875.00   $790.00  
You Save: $2 085.00

LATEST INTERIOR FASHION TREND This beautiful rug is a overdyed Authentic hand knotted Persian Rug.
It is 100% wool #4312 tabriz persian 4.0x5.1 aged very good kpsi: 120kpsi weave hand knotted 100%
wool/pile foundation 100%cotton purp [Product Details...]
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OVERDYE TABRIZ 4ft x 5ft
  $2 185.00   $690.00  
You Save: $1 495.00

#4321 LATEST INTERIOR FASHION TREND This beautiful rug is a overdyed Authentic hand knotted
Persian Rug. It is 100% wool TABRIZ persian 4.0x5.0 aged very good kpsi: 88x120kpsi weave hand knotted
100% wool/pile founda [Product Details...]

 

                               

Overdyed 8 x 10 Grey
  $4 025.00   $1 225.00  
You Save: $2 800.00

overdyed beautiful grey 8 x 10 [Product Details...]

 

                                         

OverDyed Persian 9ft x 8ft1
  $6 785.00   $1 790.00  
You Save: $4 995.00

LATEST INTERIOR FASHION TREND This beautiful rug is a overdyed Authentic hand knotted Persian Rug.
It is 100% wool #4250 persian 9.0x8.1 aged very good kpsi: 88x120kpsi weave hand knotted 100% wool/pile
foundation 100%cotton cream/blue/accent cream/lig [Product Details...]
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